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The profitability of any production facility, regardless of 

the process involved, is directly linked to the reliability, 

efficiency, and effective production time of the Plant. 

Any shutdown obviously has significant economic 

consequences for all stakeholders including Shareholders, 

Management and many of the Operational Staff, who’s 

remuneration packages often relate to Plant reliability. 

These financial consequences therefore heap huge pressure 

on all the people involved. Any shutdown can be very 

unpredictable, but careful planning can help minimise the 

commercial risks. In a Planned shutdown, it is important to 

order all items required in good time, and to expedite 

deliveries to avoid slippages which could be very damaging 

to the outage timings. In a planned shutdown situation, it is 

important that purchase orders are placed with vendors who 

can be trusted, not only to supply the highest possible 

service levels, but also to provide ongoing accurate 

information and commitment in support of the client needs. 

At GFI we pride ourselves on the speed of our response times 

to client enquiries, and constantly review our reaction times 

with our bespoke in-house software systems. When we are 

favoured with valued client purchase orders, we immediately 

confirm the details with our suppliers, and regularly expedite 

to ensure timely delivery is met.  Service Philosophy  

The GFI management led service ethos dictates that we 

take client requirements personally as well as seriously, 

and realise that our success is linked directly to that of our 

clients.  

Order Tracking 

Our business systems not only allow us to provide regular 

reports to our clients, but also allow our clients to review the 

latest real time information on any of their open orders via 

our web tracking system accessed through our website 

www.gfienterprises.co.uk 

A Trusted Extension To Your  Operations   

From conception, GFI selected and employed key core 

product  specialists from both electrical and mechanical 

fields, with many years of  experience working with, and 

supplying the technical products  required by the O.G.P. 

industry. 

This strategy gives us the technical expertise to interface 

with both the engineering and procurement staff employed 

by our clients, and is designed to establish us as an effective 

extension to our clients Company Operations, giving direct 

access to the Global supply base.  

  

Specialist Product Knowledge  

Experienced industry staff provide a “Centre of Excellence”           

resource to our clients in both electrical and mechanical 

fields. 

Find out more about our products 

Your Shut Down Partner 
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